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to get started.Q: How to avoid using SUM() when using a predicate I'm
not very good with this type of SQL or query, I'm not using WHERE, just
simple SELECT (keywords & subqueries) and the issue is that I need to
avoid using the SUM() function, because is messing with the random
ordering I have in my results. The SUM() will take the values from the
below data and sort all data by number of sales, however: even when
the amount ordered for an item is 0, it will still be sorting the amount of
sales can be very large, so no matter the amount of sales for an item, it
will still sort it "high" to "low" (instead of storing the actual value) My
best guess was that the query would need to create another column
that would get a generated number in a random number order and then
sort from there, but I'm pretty lost right now as to where to start, can you
help me? --SNAPSHOT-- Query: SELECT i.`item` , o.`delivery_method`
, SUM(o.`unit_cost`) AS 'orders' FROM `orders` AS o INNER JOIN
`item` AS i ON (i.`id` = o.`item`) GROUP BY i.`id` I'm not sure how to do
this in Query, but in mysql I would use a variable like this: SET @i = 0;
SELECT *, @i := @i + 1 AS `random_id` FROM
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